The neoV is a powerful and versatile medical laser, utilizing a breakthrough cooling design, enabling significant power delivery, in the smallest footprint and lightest weight unit available on the market.

THE NEOV – WORLD CLASS DESIGN, PERFORMANCE AND VALUE.
Versatility
The neoV series supports a wide array of medical applications. It provides the latest technology for endovenous treatments with the safety of circular emission fibers and the high water absorption of the 1470 nm wavelength. It offers a high power system of 980 nm and a precise 1470nm device for Spine (PLDD), ENT and Proctology surgery as well as for laser assisted lipolysis and spider veins treatment. It is also the perfect choice for podiatry treatments with the 1064 nm version.

World-Class Design
The neoV truly stands apart from the industry in terms of design and craftsmanship. Through use of unique materials and cooling technology, the laser unit is a fraction of the size and weight of other lasers on the market, providing an unparalleled level of portability and flexibility in setup within the OR, clinic or office.

Best-in-Class Performance
The neoV platform offers unprecedented performance of form, fit, and function. The laser provides up to 28 Watts, stable output power and supporting a variety of fiber dimensions, from 300 micron to 600 micron, providing you with flexibility, and versatility.

Ease of Use
The neoV unit is controlled by a high resolution, high brightness, and color touch screen with wide viewing angles, to allow easy operation irrespective of location within the OR, clinic or office. Surgeon and application presets can be stored allowing rapid and easy set-up. All fibers utilize patented plug-and-play connection. All these special features will save you precious time.

Superb Quality and Safety
For us quality and safety come first. The unit offers superb quality, and is backed by a full 2 year warranty. You should be confident that the neoV unit provides you with the best-in-class quality device on the market today for your vascular, surgical, or aesthetic applications.
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